In the globular cluster NGC2808, a quasi-standard initial lithium abundance is derived for a red giant belonging to the 'extreme' population, characterized by a large helium overabundance, and by abundances of proton-capture elements typical of nuclear processing in gas at very high temperatures, where the initial lithium has been fully destroyed. The observations of lithium in such extreme cluster stars are important to test different models for the formation of multiple populations in old Globular Clusters. In the asymptotic giant branch (AGB) scenario, fresh lithium is synthetized during the initial phases of hot bottom burning which, afterwards, synthetize the other p-capture elements. We model the abundance of lithium in the ejecta of super-AGB models, finding values consistent or larger than observed in the 'extreme' giant; these same models describe correctly the magnesium depletion and silicon enrichment of the extreme population of NGC 2808, so the overall agreement provides further support to the AGB scenario. In the models involving massive or supermassive stars, the Lithium observed requires a mixture of the lithium-free ejecta of the polluting population with more than 40% of standard-lithium pristine gas. The extended chemical anomalies of NGC 2808 stars are then to be all explained within at most 60% of the possible dilution range, the initial helium mass fraction in the ejecta should be Y > ∼ 0.5, to account for the Y e ∼ 0.38-0.40 of the extreme population, and further observations of p-process elements are needed to check the model.
INTRODUCTION
Two main environments can be the site of the nuclear proton-capture reactions necessary to explain the chemical patterns (e.g. Carretta et al. 2009 ) of multiple populations in globular clusters (GCs): the gas of the 'second generation' (2G) stars may have been processed 1) either in the H-burning convective cores of 'first generation' (1G) high mass (e.g. Decressin et al. 2007; de Mink et al. 2009; Bastian et al. 2013) or supermassive stars (Denissenkov & Hartwick 2014 ) -hereinafter the Convective Core Hydrogen Processing (CCHP) models.
2) or in the "Hot Bottom Burning" (HBB) high temperature layers at the base of the convective envelopes of 1G massive Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) stars (Ventura et al. 2001 ) and "super-AGB" stars (Siess 2010; Ventura & D'Antona 2011) -hereinafter the AGB scenario.
In this work we reconsider two important signatures of 2G stars, for which the CCHP models and the AGB scenario make different predictions:
i) The observed color magnitude diagrams of GCs allow to put a strict upper limit (Y in ∼0.41, according to Chantereau et al. 2016) to the initial helium mass fraction in the gas forming 2G stars, both from the modellization of the Horizontal Branches and from the observations of the Main Sequence (MS) and Turnoff mor-phologies. As for the CCHP models, it is important to point out that the phase of core-H-burning generally goes throughout full H-exhaustion leading to extreme helium abundances significantly larger than those observed. The presence of an upper limit on the helium content thus requires very specific and ad hoc assumptions concerning an early end of the H-burning when the helium core abundance goes beyond such a value (e.g. Gieles et al. 2018) . On the contrary, the helium content of massive AGB envelopes is directly linked to the second-dredge up (2DU) phase, is limited to Y=0. 35-0.38 in the standard models (e.g. Ventura 2010; Doherty et al. 2014) , and reaches up to Y∼0.40 in rotating models (Georgy et al. 2013; Choi et al. 2016) .
ii) CCHP models fully destroy lithium. When this fragile element is found in the atmospheres of 2G stars, the gas processed by p-capture in CCHP models must be heavily diluted with unprocessed gas still preserving its standard population II abundance. This explanation is indeed possible for a number of cases (e.g. D 'Antona et al. 2012 ), but it must be carefully examined for extreme 2G stars. In the AGB scenario, at the beginning of the HBB phase, fresh lithium is produced by the Cameron & Fowler (1971) mechanism, and remains at very high abundances in the envelope until 3 He is totally consumed, and eventually it is fully burned. A quantitative and close comparison with the data to either support or rule out the model, is in general complicated, since the lithium average abundance in the ejecta is scarcely constrained, due to its strong dependence on the mass loss rate during the lithium rich phase (Ventura & D'Antona 2005) .
In Sect. 2 we focus our attention on a red giant (identified with the number #46518 in the catalogue by D'Orazi et al. 2015) characterized both by the maximum helium and by the presence of lithium. D 'Orazi et al. (2015) find several lithium rich giants, but #46518 belongs to the 'extreme' population -the group whose helium abundance is at the highest values-and its lithium abundance is a bare factor two smaller than in the 1G giants of the same sample.
In Sect. 3 we compute and analyse the detailed lithium nucleosynthesis in our super-AGB models whose yields match the other chemical anomalies in the extreme stars of NGC 2808 (Di Criscienzo et al. 2018) , and confirm that the models provide the lithium and p-processing required. In Sect. 4 we consider the conditions under which this giant can be explained by the CCHP models, and find tight constraints and very specific dilution patterns are required. In the Sect. 5 we summarise the results and conclude that, with the help of future observations, the 'lithium test' may result to be the ultimate Figure 1 . Left: chromosome map -location of stars in the pseudo-colors combination deviced by Milone et al. (2017) for the giant stars in NGC 2808, subdivided into 5 groups from A to E by Milone et al. (2015) , highlighted in different colors. Open black circles with error bars are the giants in NGC 2808 having both lithium determination and the HST photometry to locate them on the map. The giant #46518 is shown by the black circle with white filling at the upper edge of the chromosome map, well inside the E group. Right: in the lithium versus aluminum plane the stars of the left panel are shown in color, along with the others from the sample of D 'Orazi et al. (2015) .
tool to discriminate among formation models for GC stars.
THE CASE OF NGC 2808
The abundance patterns of the GC NGC 2808 constitute a valuable benchmark for studying multiple populations. In NGC 2808, all the high temperature p-capture elements show large abundance variations, and the stars with different patterns of chemical abundances are subdivided into 6 discrete groups (Carretta 2015; Carretta et al. 2018) . Also the description of this cluster in terms of 'chromosome maps' (Milone et al. 2017) highlights the presence of at least 5 different discrete populations (named with letters from A to E in Milone et al. 2015 , see Figure 1 ). In spite of this complexity, this cluster is indeed the best prototype of a 'simple' evolution leading to the formation of multiple populations, as its stars do not show clear signs of iron spread. In the recent reanalysis of high dispersion spectroscopic data for NGC 2808, Carretta et al. (2018) point out that the detailed correlations between the different elements do not allow a simple explanation of abundances involving a single pollutor source.
2.1. NGC 2808 in the AGB scenario NGC 2808 displays a triple MS Piotto et al. 2007 ) well explained by assuming three stellar populations with different helium abundances. In fact both the "blue" main sequence (MS) and a num- Table 1 .
Standard dilution of lithium at first Dredge up at age 12Gyr. The evolving mass and the difference in logarithmic abundance with respect to the initial content are given for three helium values and two metallicities. (Bragaglia et al. 2010) confirm that the blue MS star composition is typical of an extreme -highly p-capture processedpopulation.
The triple MS found a natural explanation in the work D' Ercole et al. (2008) exploring the formation of the 2G in the AGB scenario: 1) the red MS is the standard helium MS of the 1G; 2) the stars born from 'pure' massive AGB ejecta, preserve the maximum chemical anomalies and the maximum possible helium content form the blue MS; 3) the 'intermediate' MS contains stars born by gas mixture of AGB ejecta and pristine gas re-accreted from the interstellar medium. Further analysis of the chemical composition of stars in this cluster by a chemical evolution model (D'Ercole et al. 2010 were able to integrate the first proposal. The chromosome mapsee Figure 1 and Milone et al. (2015) -points to a more complex but similar scheme of formation of the multiple generations (D 'Antona et al. 2016) in which the extreme stars (group E, blue in Fig. 1 ) are born in a cooling flow collecting the undiluted envelopes lost by the heaviest AGB and super-AGB stars: the composition of these stars in the AGB scenario simply reflects the nucleosynthesis products of the 2DU (for the helium content) and of HBB.
NGC 2808 in CCHP models
The CCHP models have some difficulty in describing that 2G formation in NGC 2808 occurs in discrete events (Renzini et al. 2015) . In addition, Carretta et al. (2018) show that the abundances of p-capture elements are not consistent with a single dilution scheme. Anyway, its extreme population is not necessarily made up from pure ejecta (see, e.g. Denissenkov & Hartwick 2014) . Uniform dilution with an α fraction of pristine gas may occur before second generation formation begins. In this case, Figure 2 . ∆ log (Li) is the logarithmic difference between the initial abundance of lithium and the abundance along the red giant branch evolution of the masses (Table 2 ) evolving at 12 Gyr for different helium and metallicity. The value reaches a maximum when the first Dredge Up, at the base of the giant branch, is complete.
it is sufficient to assume that the core-hydrogen burning stops at a helium content Y max larger than the Y e ∼0.4 of the extreme population. Assuming Y=0.25 for the pristine gas, we get:
Notice that the initial dilution is a further hypothesis to be added in the models, as the diluting gas must in all cases contribute in the right amount to leave an Y e ∼0.38-0.4, similar for all the clusters hosting an extreme generation.
Lithium in the giants of NGC 2808
D'Orazi et al. (2015) examined the lithium and aluminum abundance in a large group of NGC 2808 giants, less luminous than the red giant bump. The sample choice guarantees that the lithium content in atmosphere has only suffered standard convective dilution at the first dredge up (Iben 1964) , as the stars are subject to further depletion due to additional mixing mechanisms (e.g. Charbonnel & Zahn 2007) above the red giant bump. The left panel of Fig. 1 shows a few of the giants for which measurements of lithium are available on the NGC 2808 chromosome map (Marino et al. 2018 , submitted, see also Carretta et al. (2018) ). Four stars belong either to the 1G population (group B, dark orange) or to group C (yellow), which formed from matter very highly diluted with pristine gas. Their [Al/Fe] is low, confirming they belong -or have abundances similar-to 1G, and their lithium abundance is log (Li)∼1-1.2 1 (Fig. 1, right panel) . Three other stars in D' Orazi et al. (2015) sample belong to the group D (cyan in Fig. 1 ), a population in which the p-processed ejecta suffered intermediate dilution with pristine gas, and the giant ID#46518, belongs to the 'extreme' group (E), and has log (Li)=0.96±0.1. The giants with strong aluminum display either abundances slightly smaller that the 1G values (log (Li) 1) or much lower upper limits. We remark that the aluminum content does not allow an easy discrimination between groups Dcorresponding to group I2 in Carretta et al. (2018) and E. In fact, although the average abundance of aluminium in the E group is given as [Al/Fe]=1.292±0.029 (their Table 3 ), the star-to-star abundances are very scattered (see their Fig. 3 ) and partially superimposed to the abundances of group I2. On the other hand, the chromosome map in Fig. 1 shows unambiguously that the giant #46518 belongs to the extreme population.
We estimated the convective dilution at 1st dredge up in coeval models of giants with different helium content, for two different metallicities bracketing the value appropriate for NGC 2808. Figure 2 and Table 1 show that the lithium depletion depends slightly on Y and Z, at a level <0.1 dex. The corrections in Table 1 are applied to the giant ID#46518: as it belongs to the high-helium E group, we use the Y=0.38 models. We obtain for the initial lithium of the star log (Li)= 2.04 with ∼25% total uncertainty. By applying the correction for Y=0.25, the initial abundances of the B and C population stars (standard Y) is log (Li)= 2.2 ÷ 2.4, values well compatible with the abundance measured at the surface of population II dwarfs (Asplund et al. 2006 ).
SUPER-AGB MODEL RESULTS

Lithium production in AGB and super-AGB models
The problem of lithium production in the envelopes of luminous AGB stars has been examined more than 40 years ago, based on the chain proposed by Cameron & Fowler (1971) . In fact, the terminology "hot bottom burning" (HBB) was first used for the envelope models of AGBs (Scalo & Ulrich 1975) , in which the temperature at the bottom of the convective envelope (T bce ) reached T bce ∼40 MK, activating the chain Ventura & D'Antona (2008) .
In their first super-AGB models, Ventura & D'Antona (2011) found a huge lithium abundance in the ejecta (for 6.5≤M/ M ≤8, see their Table 2 ). This was a consequence of the Bloecker (1995) mass loss rate, calibrated on the population synthesis of the L ∼ 2 · 10 4 L sample of lithium rich AGBs in the Magellanic Clouds (Ventura et al. 2000) and applied to super-AGBs at L ∼ 10 5 L . As the dependence on the luminosity is very strong (∝ L 3.7 ), the huge mass loss rate did not allow time for the operation of the ON cycle, and for the p-captures on Magnesium, so the resulting nucleosynthesis was not compatible with that required for the extreme second generation stars.
Lithium production in new super-AGB models
Dealing with the problem of finding new ways to calibrate the mass loss rate in super-AGBs, Di Criscienzo et al. (2018) adopted a modulation of mass loss based on the different quantities of dust production for different parts of the evolution. This parametric approach was sufficient to achieve the required advanced nucleosynthesis shown by the extreme stars in NGC 2808. Here we extend those computations to the lithium nucleosynthesis, for all the details see Di Criscienzo et al. (2018) .
The results are summarized in Table 2 , where η is the Reimer's parameter entering in the Bloecker (1995) mass loss rate formulation. The temporal evolution of different elements is shown in Figure 3 for masses 6.5, 7 and 7.5 M , and highlighted for the 6.5 M as example. In stars having such massive cores (∼ 1.05 M ) the HBB temperature increases fast after the 2DU has ended, and Figure 3 . Evolution of the abundances of sodium (panel a), oxygen (b), magnesium, aluminum and silicon (c), and lithium (d), at the surface of super-AGB stars of 6.5 M (dashed), 7 (full line) and 7.5 M (dash-dotted). For the 6.5 M we highlight in different colors the time of production and destruction of lithium (gold), the main epoch of sodium, oxygen and magnesium depletion, plus and aluminum production (purple) and the longer time of final increase of silicon at the expenses of magnesium and aluminum (green).
the lithium production stage (highlighted in gold) occurs previous to the beginning of the thermal pulses (this can be seen in Fig. 4 and 5) . The lithium phase occurs well before the main phase of depletion of 16 O, 23 Na and total Mg (region in purple). The phase of 28 Si production is the longest one, because it is also due to p-captures on aluminum, as shown in detail in panel c. The sodium peak (due to the p-captures on the 22 Ne dredged up) is concomitant to lithium production, while the phase of sodium depletion follows on the longer timescale of the other depletions. Thus the whole lithium production stage occurs during the first phases of evolution, and the following choices of mass loss affect the processing of the other elements (magnesium, oxygen, sodium) and not of lithium itself.
The larger masses 7 and 7.5 have similar behaviour, limited to a shorter total lifetime. The larger is the mass, the lower is the peak of lithium production. The reason is the faster cycle of production-desctruction of lithium due to the larger T bce in the larger masses. In spite of the peak, the lithium abundance in the ejecta is larger as the mass lost during the phase of lithium production dominates over the peak abundance reached.
3.3. Uncertainty in the lithium ejecta: changing the mass loss rate
To understand the possible variations of lithium in the ejecta, we need a global study that goes well beyond the aim of this work. We exemplify the complexity of the problem by exploring different values of η. Everything Figure 4 . Evolution of the 6.5 M tracks with different mass loss rates, η=0.02 (standard models, full black line), η=0.01 (blue dashed) and η=0.03 (red dash-dotted). Luminosity, lithium (bottom panel, scales on the left and on the right) and T bce (upper panel) are plotted versus total stellar mass (decreasing due to mass loss), covering the phase of lithium nucleosynthesis following the 2DU (recognized by the minimum in T bce , followed by the onset of HBB). Figure 4 , for the 7.5 M track with η 0.02 -black full line, and 0.03 -red dash-dotted. The maximum lithium abundance reached in the 7.5 M is smaller than in the 6.5 M (Fig. 4) , but the total lithium ejected is larger, because the mass loss rate is much larger in the 7.5 M .
else being the same, we would expect that the lithium abundance depends linearly on the mass loss rate (that is on the η value). In fact the situation is more complex: the η=0.02 and η=0.01 tracks for 6.5 M do not show a simple behaviour (Fig. 4) . The track with smaller mass loss rate evolves to higher luminosity, and the total lithium lost is very similar. On the contrary, the average abundance increases by 0.2 dex by increasing η by 50%. In the largest super-AGB masses (the 7.5 M , see Figure 5 ), the initially larger mass loss rate influences T bce and delays the lithium production, but the models are both cooler and less luminous, so, in the end, the total mass lost during the lithium rich phase is smaller.
Figures 4 and 5 give a fair illustration of how many physical inputs and parameters influence the lithium production, so that these results must be taken as guidelines more than at face values. Notice that not all extreme stars may preserve the lithium of the ejecta, as additional mixing mechanisms, such as advocated by Di Criscienzo et al. (2018) to explain the large spread in oxygen among the extreme stars in NGC 2808, might begin to be activated even below the bump for very helium rich giants (see D'Antona & Ventura 2007) .
In conclusion, we should keep in mind that the results depend too much on the details of modelling and model inputs, and we should apply a generous uncertainty to the final average abundance. Still, the models show that a result very close to what we need for the extreme giant is obtained, within a few hundreths of dex.
REQUIREMENTS OF THE CCHP MODELS:
DILUTION AND LITHIUM IN 2G STARS Figure 6 shows specific dilution curves for lithium (panel a), aluminum (b) and helium content (c) in mixtures of a fraction α (abscissa) of standard unprocessed gas with a fraction (1-α) of ejecta. Thus at α=0 we read the abundances of undiluted ejecta from the polluters and at α=1 we have the standard abundance of the 1G population. For lithium, the abundances chosen for the polluter gas are log (Li)=-1, 0, 1, 1.5, 2, 2.2, and the 1G has the log (Li)=2.3 of population II dwarfs. If the processed gas is not from AGB ejecta, the abundance at α=0 will be (Li)=0, and the red dot-dashed line represents lithium in the mixtures. The yellow region shows the range of α allowing to get the abundance of lithium in the giant #46518 in this dilution model. The request of a minimum log (Li)∼1.9 gives a minumum α ∼ 0.4. Requiring that helium in this extreme giant is ∼0.4, implies a maximum possible dilution of α ∼ 0.8. The dilution curve for helium (panel c) are then defined by requiring an average Y=0.39 for the giant, at 0.4 α 0.8, and Y=0.25 for the 1G giants at α=0. The plot shows Figure 6 . The abscissa is the fraction α of gas with standard population II abundances, mixed with a fraction (1-α) of ejecta in the classic dilution scheme. In the three panels, abundances of lithium, aluminum and helium in the mixtures are plotted. For panel a (Lithium) the dilution curves correspond to values at α=0 from log (Li)=-1 to 2.2. The red dash-dotted line corresponds to fraction (1 − α) having (Li)=0. The point at α=1 has log (Li)=2. 55. The observed abundances should then be reproduced with a single value of alpha. We also emphasize that similar specific constraints and correlations must exist for all the abundances of all other elements, such as Na and Mg, which are, unfortunately not available for the extreme star studied here. CCHP models should however address this issue and possibly be further tested by future observational determinations of other elements abundances for stars in the extreme second generation group.
We tentatively show implication of dilution by plotting the [Al/Fe] While Fig. 6 deals with the requirements necessary to explain lithium in CCHP models, it also shows that the lithium abundance requirements in the polluting gas are not very strict in the case of the giants in group D, as the ejecta in the forming gas are well diluted with pristine gas. At α >0.4, it is difficult to distinguish between dilution with gas deprived from lithium or dilution with gas including lithium, if the measured abundance is ∼ 2. For this ambiguity, it is not useful to compare the lithium abundances in the giants belonging to group D, in D'Orazi et al. (2015) sample, with the yields resulting in the AGB models, while we considered these stars for the comparison with the CCHP models.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In the framework of the chromosome maps (Milone et al. 2017 ) description of multiple populations in GCs, in this work we showed that a giant having quasistandard lithium abundance (D'Orazi et al. 2015) belongs to the group E of extreme stars in NGC 2808, those having the largest possible helium abundance of 2G stars and the largest chemical anomalies signature of high temperature proton capture processing in the forming gas. Other stars with similar lithium belong to the less extreme group D in Milone et al. (2015) . We attribute the giant #46518 to the E group thanks to its unambiguous location in the pseudo-color (chromosome) maps deviced by Milone et al. (2017) , because spectroscopic data are available only for lithium and aluminium, and the aluminium abundance does not allow to easily discriminate between groups D and E, as discussed in § 2.3.
In the AGB scenario, we identify the abundances of the E group with undiluted abundances of the ejecta of the most massive AGB and super-AGB stars (D'Ercole et al. 2008) , so, if the giant #46518 is made only by stellar ejecta, it is strictly necessary to have lithium synthetized and ejected into the intralcuster medium, together with the gas very highly processed by p-captures. On the contrary, it is not necessary to explain at the same time the D and C lithium abundances, as these groups are formed from ejecta of different mass progenitors (D'Antona et al. 2016 ) diluted with pristine gas (see Fig. 6, panel a) . No strict correlation is required between the lithium abundance and the dilution.
To understand the giant #46518 in the context of the AGB scenario, we computed super-AGB models evolutions. Table 2 shows that the average lithium abundances in the ejecta of the super-AGB are compatible both with the abundances of p-capture elements (Mg, Al, Si) in the E population, and with the abundance log (Li)∼1 in the giant #46518. In particular, it is well reproduced by the 6.5 M evolution for η=0.01-0.02, but we have shown that the detailed lithium nucleosynthesis depends on the model detailed behaviour, so the agreement should be regarded as qualitative. We may expect variations of lithium, as well as of other elements among the E group stars, if star formation did not occur in a unique burst after accumulation in the core cooling flow of all the remnants of the super-AGB ejecta of the different masses, but in quiet star formation events as suggested by the D' Ercole et al. (2008) model. The large spread in the star-to-star abundances of p-capture elements found among group E stars by Carretta et al. (2018) is in fact consistent with the different abundances in Table 2 obtained from different mass progenitors, even for a single assumption on the mass loss law. We further may expect lower lithium abundances in stars which may have suffered some extra-mixing below the bump level (Di Criscienzo et al. 2018) .
Different scenarios (the CCHP models) fully destroy lithium, so they are compatible with lithium abundances only for 2G stars whose signatures indicate significant (>40%) dilution with pristine matter. We remark again that Carretta et al. (2018) clearly show that a single dilution curve does not explain the whole observation set for the multiple populations of NGC 2808. Actually, they propose that the extreme population is a result of CCHP massive stellar ejecta, while the rest of 2G stars would born on a longer timescale in the AGB scenario. On the contrary, we focused mainly on the E population and concluded that the presence of a Li-rich giant and of the other typical chemical anomalies are more easily understood in the AGB scenario too.
We have shown in previous work, at several different levels, that the AGB scenario is capable of dealing with the abundances displayed in the globular cluster NGC 2808 (D'Ercole et al. 2008 (D'Ercole et al. , 2010 D'Antona et al. 2016; Di Criscienzo et al. 2018) , and the abundance patterns of this cluster remain a Rosetta stone which must be dealt with to falsify the models for the formation of multiple populations. Our study shows that a 'Lithium test' (even at a qualitative level) can provide key insight on the origin of multiple populations and should be always considered when discussing new scenarios for the formation of multiple populations in GCs.
